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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor

BMC Psychology

Thank you for considering the manuscript PSYO-D-17-00108R2 as potentially acceptable for publication in BMC Psychology. We hereby resubmit our manuscript “Emotion regulation and its relation to symptoms of anxiety and depression in children aged 8-12 years: Does parental gender play a differentiating role?”

We appreciate the comments from the editor, and we hope that we have managed to address all the remaining issues.

Each comment is answered point by point in the following response letter, including page number and line indicating where to find the changes in the revised manuscript.

The manuscript has been approved by all the authors.

The manuscript has not been submitted or published elsewhere.
Trondheim July 20. 2018

On behalf of all the authors,
Mona E S Loevaas,
NTNU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Department of Psychology, Trondheim, Norway.

Response to Editor Comments:

1) For all values <0 please include a “.” before the “0” ex. r values.

We thank the editor for noticing this, and we have made the corrections in the manuscript under “Result” in page 12 to 14. Corrections have been made in the following line numbers: 270, 290, 292, 295, 299, 300, 304, 308, 310, 319, 320 and 321.

2) Please be consistent with the capitalization of EMOTION (ex. Competing Interest).

We thank the editor for noticing this, and have made the requested changes under “Competing Interest” in page 20, line 468. The capitalization should now be consistent in the manuscript.